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Abstract-Due to its special structure the shaft radial 
force and torque of the three-phase 12/8 switched 
reluctance motors can be controlled independently by 
properly distribution of current at each pole of the excited 
phase. The radial force produced can be used to 
counterbalance: 1) external force acting on the motor 
shaft, or 2) the imbalanced force due to rotor eccentricity, 
so as to reduce vibrations of the motor. In this project, the 
radial force and torque produced by the SRM under 
sinusoidal excitations are analyzed, and a model for 
radial force is proposed. It was found that when excited 
with sinusoidal currents, the SRM can generate the 
desired shaft radial force in any direction in the rotational 
plane without interfering with the rotational torque. The 
results were verified with finite-element software. An 
experimental system was also built for verification of the 
proposed scheme. 
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3.1) 12/8 SRM???????? 
???????? 
? 1????? 12???? 8??????
?????????????????????
????????? fθ ???????????
?? rθ ???????? o0r =θ ??????
??Aligned?? o5.22r =θ ?????????
?Unaligned????????????????
?????????????????????? 
? 1??? A??????????? iA1?
iA2?iA3? iA4????????????????













SNL θ+θµ=µ=  (1) 
??? 0µ ?????????????????
???? -70 104 ×π=µ ?g??????????
N ??????i ?????S ????? fK ?






































????? 12/8 ? SRM ????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?? X ????????? FA1? FA3????
??????? xF ?????????(2)??
















1T θ+++=  (5) 
????????????????? iT???








































f1A cosKCi θ+=  (6) 
f2A sinKCi θ+=  (7) 
f3A cosKCi θ−=  (8) 


































?? C? K???? C? K??(6)-(9)????
?????????????????????
??????????????? 











































































    ???????????????????
?????????????????????
???????? 7? A?? C???????
???????? TSθ ? FSθ ????????
?? A??????????????????
? Ti =2A? Fi =2A??????????C ? 4
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phase A phase C phase A phase Ccommutation





































?????? 12/8 ? SRM ?? Ansoft ?
RMexp? EM2D??????????????
????? 110 VAC?????? 10 Amp???




















???????????? 14(b)???? 15 ?
?????????????????????
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(b) Vibration spectrum 
? 11????????????????? 
????? 1000 rpm(17Hz) 
 































 (b) Vibration spectrum 
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(b) 34 Hz 
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(b) T* = 2.3N, 17 Hz 
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(b) Vibration spectrum 
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(b) Vibration spectrum 
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